Digital Story Narration peer review form

Digital Story Author

Reviewer

The goals of peer review are 1) to help improve your classmate’s presentation by pointing out strengths and weaknesses that may not be apparent to the author, and 2) to help use/improve the reviewer’s skills in applying the standards of reasoning to someone else’s writing.

INSTRUCTIONS
Read the Digital Story narration assigned to you twice: once to get an overview of the story, and a second time to provide constructive criticism for the author to use when revising his/her narration. Answer the questions below.

ORGANIZATION
1. Were the basic sections adequate (Introduction (sets up the story), Story (explains the specific experience with details), Conclusion (specific learning gained from the author’s experience)? If not, what is missing or could be done more effectively?
2. Was the material organized in a way that was logical, clear, and easy to follow? Explain.

CONTENT
3. Did the writer adequately discuss and summarize the important lesson? Explain.

INTELLECTUAL STANDARDS OF REASONING
4. Clarity- Are there any words, phrases, sections that are ambiguous or vague in meaning?
5. Precision- Is there any lack of precision in the way the writer uses words or ideas?
6. Depth- Are there enough details provided for the listener/reader to visualize and understand what the narrator is trying to communicate?
7. Logic/ Point of View- Does the narration move from a general introduction to the specific story to the life lesson gained from the story? Does the narration move logically from one point to another?